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NORTHERN ECONOMIC LEADERS 

Identifying a need for strong business leadership in northern Adelaide, the State Government, PAE, Salisbury, 
Playford and TTG Councils secured Northern Economic Leaders (NEL) establishment through seed funding enabling 
NEL to incorporate as a not-for-profit association in 2017. NEL operates first regionally in northern Adelaide but also 
reaching out to Greater Adelaide and state. 

NEL is an apolitical, strategic business leaders’ network supporting and representing the business community. NEL 
facilitates forums, workshops, collaborations, and network events. NEL’s networking and collaborating assists South 
Australian businesses to be competitive and innovative, to able them to adapt and grow. NEL draws all sectors 
together connecting them with the wider community, local, state, and federal governments, to strengthen and 
maximise opportunity for local entrepreneurs and businesses. At this present time NEL is active in delivering, 
education, connection and events that builds capacity to achieve the strategic medium- and long-term goals of the 
region and state. 
 
NORTHERN ECONOMIC LEADERS PUBLIC HOLIDAY SUBMISSION 
 
NEL ‘Reviewing Public Holiday Laws’ Introduction 
 
South Australia in particular Adelaide, is unique as the SME capital of Australia with a great focus on innovation, 
adapting to the changing environmental and business conditions. We have an agile business community that 
requires a productive low-cost economic environment to compete with national and international companies. 
Changing trading conditions that increase the states overhead costs without considerations for greater efficiency 
trade-offs put a disproportionate burden on being based in South Australia. Any tinkering with benefits that are 
above those of our competitors puts the disproportionate cost with the inherent greater risk on local SME’s as they 
generally function with a smaller capital base, making them more vulnerable against the strength of the large 
generally interstate organisations. With the incremental additions as seen in the past with Christmas Eve and New 
Year’s Eve the government is entrenching costs that negatively impacts sections of the business community which 
are the most vulnerable to changes (as the hospitality industry) in the trading environment, as COVID has 
demonstrated, they are less able to weather such changes.  
 
When considering Public Holidays there are many state and federal services such as Police, health, and emergency 
services, that already function with recognition of working on rosters that cut through holidays and days that attract 
loadings. Increases of charges required to cover these extra wages are disproportionately affecting the most 
vulnerable members of our community, counter to the intent of the review into Public Holidays. The South 
Australian economy is finely balanced that can easily be interrupted and with new conditions that don’t fully 
consider the burden on the community with those least able to afford increased government charges to cover the 
extra expense.  
 
Extra public Holidays exacerbates the unintended consequences which usually tilts the business environment in the 
favour of large businesses that can mitigate the worst elements of trading changes and disadvantaging the local 
business community dependent on local consumers. Increased costs deter local businesses from opening on high 
penalty rate days so lowering the job opportunities and shaving off another layer of profitable sales for themselves. 
 
 
 



 
 
In isolation a change of adding an extra holiday every 7 years may not by itself significantly impact the state’s overall 
competitiveness but the cumulative effect of incremental increases in overhead and direct wage costs as has 
occurred exaggerates the inequality South Australian based businesses experience. A review needs to take into 
account the broad influences on the economic operating environment to fully account for the cost burden on 
business and those most vulnerable community members  in South Australia. 
 
Northern Economic Leaders Public Holiday Position 
 

1. NEL calls on the South Australian Government to hold a Summit of Businesses, industry organisations, 
unions, and representative bodies to advise government on any holiday decisions and inform on the broad 
impact to the state. The review can be a mechanism to investigate that there is a level playing field for South 
Australian small, medium, and family businesses, to maximise competition and opportunity for local 
businesses to be sustainable in the best interest of community and state. 
 

2. NEL supports the review of public holidays in South Australia 
a. Incorporating data and analysis that can support a factual review of all the implications of any 

decision.  
b. It shouldn’t, raise the number of public holidays in South Australia but can trade one public holiday 

for another, Including the Christmas, and New Year's Eve half holidays. (These half holidays 
particularly disadvantage hospitality) 

c. It shouldn’t lower-  
i. the number of businesses that can afford to open due to the high cost of penalties, 

ii.  the opportunity to employ more staff due to excessive penalty rates, disadvantaging 
employees. 

iii. The number of hours available for employees to earn an income due to being unviable to 
open. 

iv. the choices for customers, through the excessive costs to open. 
v. Competition in favour of large minimal service outlets, disadvantaged local service 

businesses. 
d. It shouldn’t increase cost-  

i. On the small, medium, and family businesses 
ii. On the community, by raising the cost of delivering government and essential services, they 

already have long standing penalty rates in their employment agreements to compensate 
for the inconvenience of working on weekends and public holidays. 

iii. Making South Australia less competitive against interstate enterprises 
iv. Raising the cost-of-living expenses in South Australia disproportionately impacting those on 

fixed and low incomes. 


